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Abstract. Rossby waves in a closed ocean form an unfamiliar kind of eigenvalue

problem. An investigation is made of the one-dimensional generalized version, which

is called here the Sturm-Liouville-Rossby (SLR) problem. The eigenvalue and the

eigenfunction of the SLR equation are calculated from those of the associated Sturm-

Liouville (SL) equation and vice versa. The expansion theorem and the completeness

theorem for the SLR eigenfunctions are proved to be valid in parallel to the SL prob-

lem. Two representations based on the SL eigenfunctions and on the SLR eigenfunc-

tions are provided for Green's function, which gives an example of a reproducing

kernel.

1. Introduction and formulation. We investigate here an eigenvalue problem, which

arises in the study of the dynamic response of the ocean at mid-latitudes. As is well

known (Le Blond and Mysak [8]), geophysical fluids are a mine of oscillations and

waves originating from various restoring mechanisms such as 1) density stratification

(buoyancy force), 2) rotation of the earth (Coriolis force) and 3) the curvature of

the earth (beta-effect). Those oscillations and waves are described as eigenfunctions

for some forms of differential equations(s). Characteristic frequencies and modes

of oscillations have been calculated for a vast variety of oceanographic situations

(Le Blond and Mysak [8]) and some mathematical investigations have been made on

the spectrum of inertial oscillations in rotating fluids (Franklin [5]; Schaeffer [14]).

Nevertheless, the completeness of such geophysical eigenfunctions has rarely been

discussed, especially for those associated with the Coriolis force (or the beta-effect).

Except for a general conjecture by Greenspan [6], [7], a strict treatment has never

been given, so far as the author knows, though some computations and arguments

have been published on the basis of this conjecture (e.g., Firing and Beardsley [4];

Miller [13]).
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The simplest example of this kind is given by the eigenvalue problem for Rossby

normal modes governed by the equation

W = in*

\j/ = 0 on dR

in a closed rectangular basin defined by R = (0, n) x (0, Y), where ^ is the quasi-

geostrophic stream function, {x,y) the (eastward, northward) coordinates, V the

gradient operator, dR the boundary of R, nondimensionalization being made so that

the basin is n x Y wide. This is reduced to a one-dimensional problem

-£^<p(x)-l2<p(x) = -a^<p(x), (2)

if we separate the y-dependence by putting

<j/{x,y) ~ (p{x) sin ly, (3)

where / denotes the mode number in y, lY/n being an integer in order for the stream

function to vanish at the zonal boundaries. The resulting eigenvalues and eigenfunc-

tions of (2) become

(^)' = /2 + «! (4)

and
, , 21 r an \ .

Mx) = ^rexp|——x| sinnx. (5)

For this set of eigenfunctions, elementary proofs of the completeness and expan-

sion theorem were obtained for the first time, so far as the author knows, in the

previous papers (Masuda [11], [12]). By virtue of the theorems it became possible

to construct the general linear solution to the initial-value and the response prob-

lems of a rectangular closed ocean governed by the quasi-geostrophic equation on a

beta-plane; such problems have been dealt with by various methods such as Laplace

transformation (Lighthill [9]) and numerical computation based on Chebyshev ap-

proximation (Anderson and Gill [1]).

This paper extends the above results to a generalized version of the eigenvalue

problem, which is called here the Sturm-Liouville-Rossby problem (for convenience,

we adopt an abbreviation 'SLR'). The equation to be considered is

Jx (P^7^<P^) ~ QWvW =

or, more generally,

Tx (PW^W)"q[x)'f{x) = {rix)dj7r + (7)

with positive q belonging to C°[0, n] and positive p and r belonging to C'[0,7r],A

the eigenvalue and cp the eigenfunction; the boundary condition is that (p be zero at

the boundaries. Equation (6) is obtained as a special case of (7) when r = 1; it is

almost the same as the Sturm-Liouville ('SL' for brevity) equation. The important

difference is that the eigenvalue is multiplied by the derivative of the eigenfunction
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rather than the eigenfunction itself. Also we must note that q need not be positive in

the SL problem. However, we assume it to be positive here, though some relaxation

of this restriction is possible; in usual cases of physical significance, q is positive,

which assures the eigenvalue of the SL problem is positive (Courant and Hilbert [3]).

Hereafter we deal with (7).

2. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Similarly to the prototype equation (2)

(Longuet-Higgins [10]), the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the SLR problem (7)

are related with those of the associated SL problem defined by

Jx (P^7x^X^) ~ l(xW(x) = in (°»7r) (8)

0 = 0 at x = 0, n

where n is the eigenvalue and <t> the eigenfunction. It is easy to confirm that

(y)2 = ^ (A_„ A„) (9)

and

v"{x) = £cxp{^l'w)d(}Mx)- (10)

The orthonormal set of the SL equation (8) is obtained immediately as {4>m\m €

N}, where N denotes the set of positive integers, the eigenfunction ipm is chosen as

real-valued and normalization is made so that

= <>k,i I11)

with Skj the Kronecker's delta and the inner product given by

(f,g) = J f(x)g*(x)j^dx, (12)

* being the complex conjugate. In terms of the SL orthonormal eigenfunctions, we

have the SLR orthonormal eigenfunctions (10), so that

(iflkWl) = h,l, (13)

where the inner product is defined by

(/ g) = Jo" [pWdfd(*)d8^xX) + q(x)Ax)g*(x) dx. (14)

The present inner product makes SLR eigenfunctions for different eigenvalues or-

thogonal to one another. For brevity we call the inner products (12) and (14) as the

SL and the SLR inner products, respectively; the corresponding norms become

||/|| = (/,/)'/2 and ((f)) - (f | f)l/2. (15)

It is to be noted the latter SLR inner norm corresponds to the total (kinetic plus

potential) energy of Rossby normal modes. This is a reason why we assume q to be

positive. Also a slight manipulation leads to

ii'""1-a- W,- (l6)
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I
«<U>2=(^) =Vm, (17)

<Pn

s/Wm
<Pn x=sm,n, (18)

\fWn /
and

(<t>m\(Pn) = fJ-mifini) Vn)- (19)

Proposition 1. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the SLR equation (7) are

obtained by solving the associated SL equation (8) and vice versa; their close relations

are expressed by (9), (10), and (16)—(19).

Proposition 2. The SL eigenfunctions make an orthonormal set in the SLR sense, if

we adopt {<pm/\/Jbn} rather than {cpm}. On the other hand, the SLR eigenfunctions

are not orthogonal to one another with respect to the SL inner product.

3. Completeness theorem and expansion theorem. In this section we prove the

expansion theorem and the completeness theorem by the use of the theory of compact

self-adjoint operators. Suppose that S is the set of C°°-functions, which have compact

supports in R = (0, n). The inner product and norm are defined in the previous

section; the present norm is equivalent to the Dirichlet norm defined by

l'/2
dx \ (20)

df(x) 2

dx + l/WI2

as a metric space. Then, let S denote the Hilbert space as the completion of S by

the SLR norm (S is identical to Hilbert space H1 as a set, on account of the same

topology in S and H]). Any function / in S has its unique weak derivative and has

a continuous representation f, which must vanish at Jt = 0 and n.

Consider a linear operator L which can be defined on S as

L(f) = ij\(x,z) {k£)^P + (21)

where K{x,£) denotes Green's function for the SL differential operator Mx

M- = s (pWs) - «'*>• (22)

That is, K(x,£) satisfies a symbolic equation

MxK(x,Z) = -S(x-Z), (23)

where S denotes Dirac's delta function. The domain of L includes 5, which is dense

in S. If / and g belong to S, we have

'-ii;('fx + 4rxf)s'dx (24)

- (Lf I g),
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which indicates L to be symmetric. Then, L is extended to L, whose domain is S;

L is expressed also as (21), with the derivative df /dx taken as the weak derivative.

The continuity of the inner product assures the self-adjointness of L:

</ | Lg) = (Lf | g) (25)

for any / and g belonging to S.

Proposition 3. The operator L above is compact.

Proof. Let {hn e S \ n e N} be a sequence of functions whose SLR norms are

bounded by a positive number. They are mapped to

MX) = iJ*K(x,Z) {r(<f)^p + (26)

which belong to C'[0, n] and vanish at the boundaries. As is well known, Green's

function K(x,£) is C2, except on x = £, where its first derivative has a finite discon-

tinuity |l/p(x)|. From this smoothness of K and the uniform boundedness of {hn}

in S, it follows that {/„} and {dfn/dx} are uniformly bounded and equi-continuous

as usual functions. The Ascoli-Arzela theorem is applied to guarantee that there is

a subset N' of N, for which subsequences of {dfn/dx \ n e N'} and {fn \ n e N'}

converge uniformly to continuous function g0 and /o, respectively. It follows from

uniform convergence that the derivative of fo is g0:

fo(x) = lim fn(x) = lim [ ^~p-d^ = [ lim ~~d£,
' n£N'J ^ ' neN'J0 d£ J0 n€N' d£

= fX go(Z)d£.
Jo

(27)

Hence f0 belongs to C'[0, n], f0(0) - fo{n) = 0 and dfo/dx = g0. This means that

fo belongs to S, which in turn implies L to be compact.

According to the theory of compact self-adjoint operators (for example, Bachman

and Narici [2]), the eigenfunctions of operator L make a complete orthonormal basis

of space 5". It is easy to confirm that an eigenfunction cpn of the integro-differential

operator L, (21), is also an eigenfunction of the differential eigenvalue equation (7),

if we use the fact that any / belonging to S has a continuous representation vanishing

at x = 0 and n. Note that the eigenvalue of L is the inverse of that for (7):

L(<pn) = ^-(pn. (28)
An

This completes the proof of the following theorem.

Completeness Theorem. The orthonormal set composed of eigenfunctions of (7)

is complete in 5; in Hl, it is not orthonormal, but complete.

A stronger theorem is derived immediately.

Expansion Theorem. If a function / belongs to S, it can be expanded in a series

in the eigenfunctions <pn\ this series converges uniformly and absolutely.

Proof. The formal Fourier expansion of / is given by

/(*) ~ \<Pn)9n(x), (29)
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where J2'n denotes the summation over integers n except for zero. Bessel's inequality

assures that

«/»2>£'l</ll^}|2- (30)
n

Likewise we have

(<*(*,£)>)! >£Vip„){I2, (3i)
n

where the suffix £ denotes the operation with respect to £. Since cpn is an eigenfunction

satisfying (7) and (28), we have

{K\<pn)t = <pn(x). (32)

Using the Schwarz inequality for the summation (28) and applying (30)-(32), we

obtain

fe'l</l?>«)«»»i(*)l} ^ «/»2 mra* <(*»{• (33)
{ n J ve[0'?rl

The right-hand side is independent of x, so that the formal Fourier series converges

uniformly and absolutely to a certain continuous function /. The function f — f

is orthogonal to any eigenfunction in the SLR sense. Therefore the completeness

theorem assures that / - / = 0 in space S.

Completeness Theorem in L2. The orthonormal sets of the eigenfunctions for the

SLR problem are orthonormal neither in the SL sense nor in the L2 sense, in general.

Still they are complete both in the SL and in the L2 sense.

Proof. Obviously any L2 function can be approximated arbitrarily well by a cer-

tain C1 function which vanishes at boundaries jc = 0 and n. In turn, such a C1

function can be approximated arbitrarily well by a linear combination of the SLR

eigenfunctions in the SLR norm. Since the SLR norm is stronger than the L2 and the

SL norm (Poincare's inequality [3]), / can be approximated by a linear combination

of the SLR eigenfunctions.

4. An alternative elementary proof, transformation laws and the reproducing ker-

nel. This section presents an elementary proof without appealing to the theory of

compact operators, and describes relations between the SL and the SLR norms and

between the SL eigenfunctions and the SLR eigenfunctions. The proof here can be

extended to singular cases when p(x) vanishes at boundaries. An example is provided

in the Appendix.

Lemma. The SL eigenfunctions are approximated arbitrarily well in terms of the SLR

eigenfunctions both in the SL and in the SLR metrics.

Proof. Since the SL eigenfunctions {<pm\m 6 N} are complete with respect to

the SL norm, each of the SLR eigenfunctions <pn can be expanded in terms of the

eigenfunctions of the former:

OO

(Pn{x) = y ^(34)
m= 1
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Parseval's identity gives for each n

OO

\\<Pn\\2 = l(P»»^m)|2- (35)
m= 1

In the same way the SL eigenfunction has its formal Fourier series with respect to

the SLR eigenfunctions as

n

Bessel's inequality for the SLR norm yields

((<pm))2>^2'\(<t>m\<Pn)\2, (37)
n

which becomes

(38)
P" n

by virtue of (17) and (19).

Now let us consider a positive double series

OO

e = EE'i(^rf (39)
m= 1 n

According to the SL theory (Courant and Hilbert [3]), the asymptotic behavior of the

SL eigenvalue becomes
m2 1 fn r{x)

lim — = — / -^—t-dx, (40)
m^oo Hm nl J0 " "p{x)

which allows a majorant with a positive constant C:

— <c\. (41)
Hm m2

Hence the positive summation (39) converges to a certain value. Inequality (38)

together with (29) yields
OO . OO .

= £-, (42)
, Mm . f*n

m= 1 n= 1

which leads to the identity for each m :

±- = Y^\^m,(Pn)\2. (43)
Am „

Rewriting (43) with the use of (17) and (19) as

<(<u>2 = £'k<^m>i2, (44)
n

we conclude that an adequate series in terms of the SLR eigenfunctions can ap-

proximate any SL eigenfunctions in the SLR metric. Applying Poincare's inequality

(Courant and Hilbert [3]) with a slight modification

,2<D((q))2 (45)
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for a certain positive D and any C funct; ,n q(x) vanishing at the boundaries x = 0

and 7t (or any function in S), we have

lim
N—*oo

= 0. (46)
N

<t>» - E
n=—N

Since the set of the SL eigenfunctions is complete for the SL norm, so is the set of

the SLR eigenfunctions, though they are not orthogonal to one another with respect

to the SL metric.

Transformation laws and the expansion theorem follow from the above lemma.

Proposition 4. For q e C'[0, n] and vanishing at the boundaries (or q e S), the

following equations hold:

= \<Pn)(<Pn,<l>m) (47)
n

k,m = ) ] {fik\*Pn)((Pni tym) (48)
n

oo

(q\<pn) = q,(t>m){(t>m\(pn) (49)

m= 1

oo

^k,n = ^ ] [Vki (frm) {4'm\<Pn) (50)
m= 1

oo

\\q\\2=^\(q,cfim)\2 (51)
m= I

«<?»2 = E i-tz) 2 = E' (52)
m= 1

1{X) = (53)
m= 1

oo

q(x) = E (? I"7=) = E'^ (54)
m=, \ / V<""i „

In particular, (52) means that the SL eigenfunctions are not only orthonormal (Propo-

sition 2), but also complete in the SLR metric. The series in (53) and (54) converge

uniformly and absolutely (expansion theorem).

Proof. The proof proceeds just in the same way as in Masuda [12]. Therefore we

omit the details and merely describe the outline. Using the lemma, we can derive

transformation laws (47)-(50). A formal Fourier series of q in terms of q>„ (54) is

shown to converge uniformly and absolutely to a continuous function q with the aid

of (33). The Fourier coefficients of q and q with respect to <f>m are equal to each other

by virtue of transformation laws. Consequently q is identical to q, which proves the

required expansion theorem. For any function in S, Parseval's identities are valid

owing to the uniform convergence of the expansion in terms of <pn (54). Since S is

the completion of S, the same identities do hold on S.
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Note that (54) are expressed formally as

,(X) Jq{m^hmp\ (55)
\ m=1 v "'"V /E

= ^(<f)l , (56)

which give two representations of the reproducing kernel N{x,£,)\

»Wi. ± (57)
m=l

= (58)
n

If we rewrite (55) or (56) as

q{x) = (N(x,SMi))i = - f N(x,Z)M(q(t)d{, (59)
J o

N(x,Z) turns out to be K(x,£), Green's function for Mx in the previous section. The

above results are summarized as follows.

Theorem. Green's function K(x,£) for the SL differential operator Mx is the repro-

ducing kernel of Hilbert space S (//'); it has two representations (57) and (58) based

on the SL eigenfunctions (Marcer's theorem [3]) and on the SLR eigenfunctions,

respectively.

Finally in this section, let us remark that the elementary method of proof in

Masuda [11] can be applied to the present generalized case as well with minor modi-

fications, if we use the asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues (40) and the relations are

clarified between the SL eigenfunctions and the SLR eigenfunctions mentioned in

Sec. 2. For that purpose, we first note that the reproducing kernel (Green's function)

is represented by (57) (Marcer's theorem [3]). Then, it is shown to be expressed as

(58) by considering the SLR norm of the difference between the two representations.

This identity (58) leads to the expansion theorem straightforwardly. The complete-

ness theorem is an almost trivial consequence. See Masuda [11] for this way of

proof.

5. Discussion. In this paper, the Sturm-Liouville-Rossby eigenvalue problem

is introduced as an extension of the reduced one-dimensional problem for Rossby

normal modes in a rectangular basin on a beta-plane. The expansion theorem and the

completeness theorem are proved in parallel to the usual Sturm-Liouville problem.

The relations between eigenfunctions of the SLR problem and those of the associated

SL problem are clarified; in particular, any orthonormal system of usual SL special

functions is found to be accompanied by the associated SLR orthonormal set and

vice versa.

We may say, however, that completeness problems adequate for geophysical fluids

still remain almost completely unexplored. It is desirable to solve the completeness
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problem because 1) the possible motion resolves into a superposition of normal os-

cillations, the property of which is well understood and consequently 2) the general

linear solution is obtained immediately. If normal modes are not complete on the

contrary, which is unlikely, it is of great interest and significance to find what kind

of motion should supplement normal modes.

When the basin is not rectangular but arbitrary, the problem cannot be reduced

to a one-dimensional case. We must deal with two-dimensional problems, where

Green's function has a logarithmic singularity, which makes it impossible to apply

such a simple argument as in the present paper. For example, the left-hand side

of (31), which has been used for the proof of the expansion theorem, diverges to

infinity. This case will be discussed on a future occasion.

As explained in the introduction, the completeness of the present type of eigenvalue

problem cannot be reduced to the usual completeness theory of the SL type. In the

real ocean dynamics, further complicated forms of eigenvalue problems appear for

different situations. Even if we restrict ourselves to the quasi-geostrophic regime, the

density stratification and uneven bottom topography inevitably make the problem

three-dimensional. Probably more difficult will be the case without quasi-geostrophic

assumption. As the simplest situation, consider the following equation in a two-

dimensional basin R :

du . _ 1 dp

dt ' V p dx

dv r 1 dP
ln+fu'-pry m

— a7 + TT,h"> + !-<"»> = °-pg dt dx dy

where / denotes the Coriolis parameter and H(> 0) the depth, the others being usual

notations; the normal velocity vanishes at the boundaries. This produces an eigen-

value problem as well, where normal oscillations should have mixed properties of

inertial-gravity waves, Kelvin waves, and shelf waves (Miller [13]). For this situation,

there may occur geostrophic flows with zero eigenvalue; the eigenspace associated

with geostrophic flows has an infinite dimension. Are vector-valued eigenfunctions

{u„,vn,pn} complete? In that case, what will be the definition of the completeness?

So far as the author knows, no explicit studies have been published on this kind of

problem, except for the general conjecture of Greenspan [6], [7], The completeness

problem is one of the most unsettled subjects in the field of long-period waves in

geophysical fluids. The present investigation including Masuda [11], [12] is probably

the first (I hope) that gives a strict result, though it touches only a part of the vast

area.
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Appendix. SLR orthonormal sets associated with Bessel functions. Let us give an

example of the SLR eigenfunctions with p(x) vanishing at a boundary. For a given
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order k, the first kind of Bessel functions {Jk(y/W^x) \ m £ N} form a complete

set in the SL sense (Courant and Hilbert [3]), where denotes the mth zero of

Jk(x). The SL orthonormal functions become

(t)m(x) = ji ^(\/(61)

where the prime indicates the derivative. The associated SLR eigenfunction is cal-

culated to be

9"{x) = exp {~i^x} <62>

for positive n and the complex conjugates for negative n. The SLR eigenfunction

<pn(x) is regular at x = 0, vanishes at * = 1, and satisfies the differential equation

(*w) - T'" = -2'^ ('v^ + \"-) ' (63)

The completeness of the SLR eigenfunctions are proved as in Sec. 4; since Hkm is of

the order of m2 for large m, (51) does hold for this singular case.

Note that when k = 0, the second term of the left-hand side of (63) is zero.

Consequently, we have an orthonormal complete set in the SL sense composed of

d(pn J\{\jH0,nX) + ,nx)  r . /7!  ■,
-dt'  exp <64»
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